Unilateral Recession-Resection Surgery for Infantile Esotropia: Survival of Motor Outcomes and Postoperative Drifts.
To outline the short- and long-term motor outcomes of unilateral medial rectus muscle recession and lateral rectus muscle resection for the correction of moderate angle infantile esotropia. A retrospective study of 109 consecutive patients with moderate angle infantile esotropia treated with graded unilateral recession-resection surgery. Criteria for successful motor outcome included alignment ±10Δ from orthophoria. Outcome evaluation was a comparison of successful alignment versus an overcorrection or undercorrection at eight weeks postoperatively as well as on the final follow-up examination. The mean preoperative deviation was 35.5 prism diopters (Δ) and mean follow-up time was 4.9 years. At the eight-week postoperative examination, 99 patients (89.9%) were successfully aligned, as opposed to 75 of 95 patients (78.9%) at the final postoperative visit (P=0.041). There was no statistically significant difference between the rate of early versus late undercorrections (7.3% versus 12.5%, P=0.267) or overcorrections (2.7% versus 8.3%, P=0.125). Ten patients had an esotropic drift over time and 10 patients had an exotropic drift. Recurrent esotropia was associated with high hyperopia and presumed infantile esotropia diagnostic entity. The Kaplan-Meier estimate of survivorship of a successful motor outcome was 75.5% at five years and 71% at 15 years postoperatively. The mean response to surgery was 2.9Δ per mm of muscle recessed and resected and was positively related to the preoperative angle of deviation (R=0.615). The unilateral recession-resection procedure for the correction of infantile esotropia is shown to be associated with a favorable survival of motor outcomes and a relatively balanced rate of undercorrections versus overcorrections tending to be maintained through the follow-up period.